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titanic: Titanic Passenger Survival Data Set

Description

Titanic gender class model data.

Usage

titanic_gender_class_model

Format

Data frame with columns

- **PassengerId**: Passenger ID
- **Survived**: Passenger Survival Indicator

Source

https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic/data

Examples

titanic_gender_class_model
**titanic_gender_model**  
*Titanic gender model data.*

**Description**
Titanic gender model data.

**Usage**
titanic_gender_model

**Format**
Data frame with columns
- **PassengerId**  Passenger ID
- **Survived**  Passenger Survival Indicator

**Source**
https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic/data

**Examples**
titanic_gender_model

---

**titanic_test**  
*Titanic test data.*

**Description**
Titanic test data.

**Usage**
titanic_test

**Format**
Data frame with columns
- **PassengerId**  Passenger ID
- **Pclass**  Passenger Class
- **Name**  Name
- **Sex**  Sex
titanic_train

Age  Age
SibSp  Number of Siblings/Spouses Aboard
Parch  Number of Parents/Children Aboard
Ticket  Ticket Number
Fare  Passenger Fare
Cabin  Cabin
Embarked  Port of Embarkation

Source
https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic/data

Examples
titanic_test

---
titanic_train  Titanic train data.

Description
Titanic train data.

Usage
titanic_train

Format
Data frame with columns

PassengerId  Passenger ID
Survived  Passenger Survival Indicator
Pclass  Passenger Class
Name  Name
Sex  Sex
Age  Age
SibSp  Number of Siblings/Spouses Aboard
Parch  Number of Parents/Children Aboard
Ticket  Ticket Number
Fare  Passenger Fare
Cabin  Cabin
Embarked  Port of Embarkation
titanic_train

Source

https://www.kaggle.com/c/titanic/data

Examples

titanic_train
Index
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